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Mayflies on the Move!
GRADE LEVEL/SUBJECTGRADE LEVEL/SUBJECTGRADE LEVEL/SUBJECTGRADE LEVEL/SUBJECTGRADE LEVEL/SUBJECT
Grade 7: Ecology/Environmental Studies/Biology

One class period

Mayflies are insects that are considered water quality indicator
species. Because they require clean sediments and an abundant
supply of oxygen to survive, their presence in a lake or stream
environment is and indication of good water quality conditions.
Water quality is something that affects everyone. We all use water everyday and assume that it is good
quality and safe to drink.   Pollution of the water can affect the organisms that live in Presque Isle Bay and in
other habitats. Presque Isle Bay, located in Erie, PA, has been designated an Area of Concern (AOC) because its
sediments are contaminated.  An improvement to the contaminated sediments could be indicated by the pres-
ence of mayflies.

The purpose of this lesson is to introduce students to mayflies and the environment, and to appreciate the
relationship between the mayfly and the water quality of Lake Erie and Presque Isle Bay.

At the end of this section students will be able to:
•     Identify a mayfly and know its basic biology and life cycle.
•     Recognize the relationship between the presence of mayflies and the overall status of

               Presque Isle Bay.
•     See the effect that pollution can have on the ecology of Presque Isle Bay.

Science & Technology
•  3.3 Biological sciences

Environment & Ecology
             •  4.6 Ecosystems & their interactions
              •  4.8 Humans & the environment

Mayfly samples
Pennsylvania Sea Grant data sheets
Worksheet for each student

Prior knowledge of the food web concept
Prior knowledge of insect anatomy/morphology
Prior knowledge of point and nonpoint source pollution

Ask the class:
� How many of you have ever been to the bayfront?
� How much do you know about water?
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WhaWhaWhaWhaWhat is a Mayt is a Mayt is a Mayt is a Mayt is a Mayfly?fly?fly?fly?fly?
Mayflies are insects that can be found throughout the world. “Canadian Sailors” are the largest mayfly in

North America and are common in the Great Lakes. You might know them as those pesky critters that cover

the screens on your house or the hood of your car on a warm summer evening.  In Erie, we usually see

these insects emerge for the first time in the summer months beginning in June. Their body shape is very

similar to other insects except for their remarkably huge wings! They have the three main parts of an

insect: head, thorax and abdomen.

Like many other winged insects, mayflies have different

life stages. They live in the water as a nymph (Figure 1)

stage for a very long time, but have a very short adult

(Figure 2) life stage.  Therefore, most of their life cycle is

spent in the nymph stage on the bottom of lakes. They live

in U-shaped burrows (at right) that they construct. Their

food source is primarily microscopic particles that are

present around their burrow. They may live in their

burrow for up to two years, depending on the environ-

mental conditions. The mayflies emerge when favorable conditions exist, the mayfly nymphs swim to the

surface of the water and shed their exoskeleton. Once they have left their exoskeleton behind they are ready

to spread their wings and fly! Amazingly, during the summer of 1999, so many mayflies were seen emerging

from the water at night that they were captured on Doppler radar (Figure 3) by the weather staff at WJET-TV

Channel 24. Weather conditions probably play an important role in the emergence of the mayflies.

As mayflies leave the water, they begin to search for a place to land. They are attracted to bright lights.

Mayflies are considered poor fliers. The adult mayfly (at left) may live up to three days. Neither the male

nor female mayflies feed because their mouthparts are not fully developed.  Since they only live as adults

for a very short time, mayflies have to reproduce within a short

span of time, therefore their main concern is finding a mate.

Males swarm in one area and the females fly into that group in

search of a mate. Once they mate, the female will fly out over

a body of water, deposit her fertilized eggs directly onto the

water’s surface and die shortly thereafter. A single female can

produce as many as 8,000 eggs! These eggs then sink to the

bottom and after a few days or months a tiny nymph hatches

from the egg. This completes the lifecycle of the mayfly.

Fremling & Schoening
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Mayflies role in the food webMayflies role in the food webMayflies role in the food webMayflies role in the food webMayflies role in the food web
Mayflies play an important role in the food web. They

acquire the energy from decomposed plant material and

move it on to higher consumers (macroinvertebrates,

fish, birds, etc.) Most importantly, they are a food

source for many different kinds of fish, including walleye

and yellow perch.  It is thought that several endangered

species of fish namely sturgeon, whitefish, lake herring

and silver chub consume mayflies as a major portion of

their diet. These species have been increasing in numbers possibly due to the return of mayflies. More

mayflies should result in more fish! The more fish, the more fish people have to catch and eat!

 Why should wWhy should wWhy should wWhy should wWhy should we be concerned about maye be concerned about maye be concerned about maye be concerned about maye be concerned about mayflies?flies?flies?flies?flies?
 Mayflies were very abundant in Lake Erie until the early 1950s when pollution from untreated sewage and

industrial discharges contaminated the sediments. The nutrients in the untreated sewage produced tremen-

dous growths of algae, which matured, died and decomposed.   Aerobic bacteria use oxygen in the decompo-

sition process of the algae. Consequently, when these large algal growths decomposed and sank they used all

the available oxygen in the lake bottom and the mayflies died out because they could not survive without oxygen.

Our technology and lifestyle play a big role in polluting our waters. In the 1960s and 70s we did our laundry

with phosphate detergents and provided minimal treatment for sewage.  In addition, human impacts came

from development of surrounding land: landfills, sewage outfalls and industry.  Since we depend on the water

in Presque Isle Bay and Lake Erie for drinking, bathing, watering our lawns, washing our dishes, among other

things, it is important that the water is potable.  Presque Isle Bay (Figure 4) receives nonpoint source pollu-

tion in the form of runoff from streets and parking lots which can contain oils and other pollutants produced by

cars and trucks. Fertilizer and pesticides are also added to the bay from lawns, gardens and other sources.  The

bay also receives point source pollution from industrial and municipal discharge pipes.

These sources of pollution affect the animals living in the water. Certain animals are more sensitive to pollut-

ants in the water.  Some mayflies are viewed as a water quality indicator species. In mayflies, the nymph

stage is very sensitive to pollutants in the water and the sediments because they are in constant contact with the

sediments where the pollutants accumulate.  If a pollutant impacts the water in high enough concentrations, the

mayflies could die or their development could be affected. If the sediments are clean and the water quality is

good then the mayfly nymphs will complete a normal life cycle. By monitoring the populations of these animals,

we can get some indication of the water quality. If we don’t see the mayflies emerging, as was the case in Lake

Erie from the late 1950s until the early 1990s, we know that there is a problem. Could the increased quality of

the water or sediments be the cause of their reappearance?
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1. Begin a class discussion by asking questions: What kinds of insects do you see around your house in
the summer? Then list these types of insects.

2. Display Figure 2. How many of the students recognize this insect? Are there other insects that they
think look similar to the mayfly?

3. With that brief introduction now review: What is a mayfly?

4. Pass around preserved samples of mayfly adults and nymphs so the students have a chance to observe
them.

5. Pass out a blank piece of paper to each student and have each student draw the preserved sample of
the mayfly they have.

6. Display Figure 1 and discuss the mayfly life cycle. What noticeable differences do the students recog-
nize between the two life stages?

7. Briefly discuss the mayfly life cycle. Stress the significance of the mayfly nymph stage of the life cycle.
Why would you think the nymph is so sensitive to pollution?

8. Briefly discuss the Mayfly’s role in the food web. How would the disappearance of the mayfly
affect other animals in the food web?

9. Now that the students have background information about mayflies and their life cycle, should they
be concerned about mayflies? Review: Why should we be concerned about mayflies?

10. Group activity: Have students form several groups. Have each group develop a list of ways it affects
the water around them. Have them brainstorm about what steps they can take to change the water
quality and make a difference.  Have them think about what they would they do if Presque Isle Bay
became so polluted that they didn’t have any clean water to drink or use for bathing.

11. Tying it all together: Mayflies are an important component of the ecosystems of Presque Isle Bay
and Lake Erie. Because they are sensitive to pollution, they can be used as one indication of the
quality of the water that we all depend on. By controlling and preventing point and nonpoint source
pollution, the mayflies stand a better chance of survival and so does the rest of the ecosystem,
including us.

12.  Pass out student worksheet: Mayflies on the Move!

PROCEDUREPROCEDUREPROCEDUREPROCEDUREPROCEDURE

     VVVVVOCOCOCOCOCABULARABULARABULARABULARABULARYYYYY
Exoskeleton
Nonpoint source pollution
Nymph
Point source pollution
Potable water
Water quality indicator species
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 QUES QUES QUES QUES QUESTIONS/INQUIRTIONS/INQUIRTIONS/INQUIRTIONS/INQUIRTIONS/INQUIRYYYYY

   ASSESSMENT   ASSESSMENT   ASSESSMENT   ASSESSMENT   ASSESSMENT

 REFERENCES REFERENCES REFERENCES REFERENCES REFERENCES
� Krieger, K. A. 1997 Mayflies and Lake Erie: A Sign of the Times. Ohio State University Sea

Grant Fact Sheet FS-069, Columbus, Ohio.
� Mayflies Return to Lake Erie. Pennsylvania Sea Grant Fact Sheet 99-01. Erie, PA.
� Kentucky Water Watch: Water Resource Monitoring. http://www.state.ky.us/nrepc/water/

group1.htm

 GL GL GL GL GLOSSOSSOSSOSSOSSARARARARARYYYYY
Exoskeleton: The outside covering of the body of an insect or spider or other arthropods.

Nonpoint source pollution: Pollution that results from runoff of melting snow or rainwater
picking up pollutants as it is carried to streams and lakes. These pollutants consist primarily of
sediments and nutrients but can carry bacteria, viruses, oils, grease, toxic chemicals and heavy
metals. The major contributors of nonpoint source pollution in our watershed are urban runoff
and air deposition.

Nymph: The interim stage of development, between egg and adult, among insects that undergo
incomplete metamorphosis.

Point source pollution: Pollution that originates from a specific identifiable source such as a
pipe from a factory. Other sources could be discharge from wastewater treatment plants, or
other industrial sources.

Potable water: Water that is clean and can be used for drinking, bathing, or other uses.

Water quality indicator species: A species that is environmentally sensitive to pollution.
Mayflies are an indicator of good water quality.

� Students should be able to correctly identify and describe a mayfly from
a group of similar insects. What do they have in common? What are
their differences?

� Students will be able to articulate (written or orally) how the mayfly
population relates to the local fish population, and why? And how do
local environmental factors impact the mayfly population?

� Students will be assessed on the completion and correctness of their
worksheet.

� Using data collected by Pennsylvania Sea Grant and historic records, compare and
contrast mayfly populations from previous years. Hypothesize what the conditions
might have been when mayflies were abundant in previous years as compared to
the present situation?

� Do you think mayfly populations are related to the fish populations?
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Figure 1: Mayfly Nymph
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Burks, 1953

Figure 2: Mayfly Adult
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 26 June 1999 ~9:45 PM 

 15 July ~9:30 PM  15 July 1999 ~9:40 PM 

15 minutes later, the emergence begins. Clouds of mayflies can be seen

east of Presque Isle peninsula all the way to the NY state line.

July 15th shows the beginning of one of the larger emergences. Notice

that the next radar sequence shows a greater reflected echo as more

mayflies emerge.

July 15th was one of the largest emergences. Two distinct coulds of

mayflies are seen stretching along nearly 40 miles of lakershore.

 26 June 1999 ~9:30 PM 

This image shows the lake before emergence. Ground clutter can be

seen on land and several small ships east of Presque Isle peninsula.

Figure 3:Doppler Radar Images
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Figure 4: Presque Isle Bay
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Name:________________________ Date:______________ Class: ______________

SECTION I: COMPLETION

nymph walleye    adult nonpoint source  point source pollution
water quality exoskeleton potable food web

1. Most of a mayfly’s life is spent on the bottom of lakes in the __________stage.
2. Mayflies play an important role in the food web. They are a food source for many types of fish,

especially __________.
3. __________ pollution results from runoff of melting snow or rainwater picking up pollutants and

carrying them to streams and lakes.
4. Mayflies are a _____________ indicator species. Their presence in sediments indicate good

water quality.
5. Having a clean supply of water or water that is __________ is important because we depend on

water for drinking, bathing, watering our lawns and washing our dishes.

 Word Bank 
antennae   thorax     caudal filaments   gills legs  
abdomen  wings      eye            tusks 

5 

6 

7 

8 

1. _____________ 5. _____________
2. _____________ 6. _____________
3. _____________ 7. _____________
4. _____________ 8. _____________

SECTION III: CRITICAL THINKING

Remembering what you learned in class, write a paragraph describing what you think
caused the decline of the mayfly population in the 1950s. State why you think they have

     made a return to Lake Erie in the 1990s.

 SECTION II: LABEL ME!


